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It is well knotnm ths.t objects can be drmn into the intakes Of 
turbojet engines during ground running by vortices generated by the action 
of wind on the flow into the intake. It has previously btien shown that, 
with a stipple intake, thes: vortices can bc prevented from forming by 
directing a jet of comprc~ssed air downwards on to the ground beneath the 
intake. 

The present tests were II&L to investigate the degree of protection 
afforded by a jet screi;n, or blowavay jet, to the more complex intXke Of a 
typical supersonic turbojet, for which additional inlets ar:: necessary to 
enable the engine flow rc;quirrmen.ts to be met when running on the ground. 
The intake tested had, in addition to its centrebody nose inlet, a ring 
of breather ports and a ring of spill ports spaced back along the cowling. 
The object of the investigation was to discover to what extent these addi- 
tional inlets modified the basic vortt;ix pattern, and the screening system 
required for protection. 

The nose inlit was rclativzly easy to protect with 2 single nozzle 
of rose (i.e. multiple hole) form which passed an airflow of the order of’ 

O.l4 per cent of the main flow. When directed to strike the ground 
beneath thL inlet any vortex there was rccdily destroyed. 

Protection of the rearw%+d ports proved more difficult owing to the 
mobility of the vortex that fornx;!d. For the two alternative builds, viz., 
breather ports opc;‘n, and breather plus spill ports open, a complex jet 
array was developed consistin{; of j6;ts from four divergent nozzles. This 
gave satisfactory protection but required a total of 0.3 to 0.4. per cent 
of the m3i.n :,-irflow. 

________l_____--_--_________I__________ _-_____c________I__c_-_____II___ 

PrcviouQy issued as N.G.T.E. Memo. 14.327 - A,R.C,21,24-2. 
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1.0 Introduction 

A survey of operational damage to turbojet engines in the United 
States in 1954 and 1955 has shown that over 40 per cent of engines failing 
in service did so because of the ingestion of lllaintenance and airfield 
debris into the intake'. Similar British experience has not been pub- 
lished but more general and unofficial figures have suggested a figure of 
about 20 per cent. 

The greatest risk to an engine occurs while it is running on the 
ground. References 2, 3 and 4 state that the airflow into an intake will 
not, unaided, pick up objects, but a cross wind blowing on to the intake, 
or SOIE other asymnztry of the external airflow, may cause a vortex to 
form. The vortex can raise into the air any debris that it strikes as it 
moves over the ground beneath the intake. The pick-up is caused by the 
high local air velocities and suctions generated which produce a lifting 
and a drag force upon an object on the ground. Away from the vortex core 
the horizontal component of force generally exceeds the vertical so that 
objects on a smooth surface are usually blown clear of the intake by the 
outer region of the vortex. If, however, an object should be restrained 
in a crack or by other ground contours so that it is not blown clear by 
the outer region of the vortex, and if, eventually, the vortex should pass 
over it, the horizontal component of force will become small and the 
vertical force large and the object could rise almost vertically. Once 
in the air in front of the intake, the object is likely to be drawn in, 
with resultant damage to the engine. 

It is easy to fit an engine with SOIIE form of mesh screen during 
ground testing, but it is much more difficult to provide a satisfactory 
m%hanical screen for operational use ensuring protection until the air- 
craft is clear of the ground. The problems are the weight,, the perform- 
ance loss and the anti-icing problem for a fixed screen, while a retract- 
able screen rm;lst also retain any debris that has been collected3. 

A screening system that is coming into prominence in the United 
States, particularly for the Douglas DC 8 jet transport, is one in which 
a srrall air jet is directed below the engine intake.~ != 6. The jet spreads 
radially on reaching the ground and severs the attachment of the vortex 
core to the ground. 

Since a vortex mst end either on itself or a solid surface, the 
severing of the attachment of the vortex will cause it to collapse, as the 
jet will then be able to sup&~ the core with air at sensibly atmospheric 
pressure. 

In the tests with which this Report deals, the screening problem 
was complicated by the configuration of the intake, which was of the 
supersonic centrebody type and which had a ring of breather ports and a 
ring of spill ports spaced back along the cowling. Both of these rings 
of ports could be open during ground running. 

2.0 ADratus 

The model intake (Figure I), of mixed wood and m&al construction, 
was a $ scale version of a proposed aircraft intake. The breather port 
doors on the model were controlled by a locking mechanism, but as this 
proved unsatisfactory a blanking plate was used instead. A similar 
blanking plate was used for the spill ports. 
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Because it was desired touscan existing suction line a false 
" ground" was needed so that the scale height of the intake could be 
maintained, A hardboard platform, approximately 8 ft 6 in. square, 
was therefore erected 13$ i-*. (I.92 cowl lip diameters) below the 
intake centre line. 

The jet screen can best be visualjzod from the photographic illus- 
trations of the rig and its operation. The simple arrangement consisted 
Of a horizontal pipe with a tee piece and nozzle mounted below the intake 
as in Fikurss I,*13 and 12. A more complex version (Figure 15) utilized 
two pipes each with t-do tee pieces, these latter accommodating the 
nozzles. The pipes werd supplied with compressed air at pressures of up 
to 80 lb/sq,in,abs., the pressure bein g read on a gauge mounted adjacent 
to the intake. Rotation of the pipes a llowed variation of the jet direc- 
tion fore and aft. The nozzles were fort~d in 3 in. 13.S.P. plugs. 
Parallel nozzles were drilled in the plugs ranging in diameter from 0,050 
to 0.1 75 in. in steps of O,C25 in. :,ith two further nozzles of 0,250 and 
0.375 in. diam&er. In addition rose nozzles, as in Figure 2, were made 
having <areas equivalent to sin;& rrozz1r.s of 0.060, O.dOO and 0,175 in. 
in diameter and also divergent nozzles (Figure 3) of 0.1 in, throat 
diameter. 

The ambient wind was provided by two fans of 3 II.EJ. and $ Y.P. 
As these were fixed speed units, control of the airflow was obtained by 
blanking the inlets. T,ypical T&d gradient plots measured 6 in. above 
the false ground are shown in FigLures 4 to 7. It can be seen that a wind 
jet ~2s produced having a peak velocity of about 30 ft/sec tapcri.ng off 
'CO 2 to 3 ft/sec in 4- to 5 ft. 

2.1 Flow visualization - 

The "water lvhirl'? technique as described in Reference 5 proved the 
most satisfactory mthod of' flow visualization for general testing. For 
this a metal tray 2 ft 6 in. square was set in the false ground below the 
intake, and filled with water to half an inch from the top prior to 
running. As it was found that the level could be reduced rapidly during 
operation the initial procedme for maintainin,; it, hand filling, was 
later replaced by a system using a small continuous supply. The 
presence of a vortex was indicated by the formation of a miniature water 
spout, up to about 4 in. high, on the surface of the water. The top of 
this mould continually burst, centrifuging water outwards, some of which 
passed into the intake (Figures IO, 13 and 15). The disturbance set up 
created a complicated and violent reflected wave system on the surface of 
the water. 

'Ch? cff,~ct of tht blo~~w~y jet as its prcssurc: and hence mass flow 
was increased was first to decrease the size of the waterspout, and then 
when it had been rc^:duccd to about half size, to cause incrrasing interrup- 
tion:; 5.17 its formation, '?hc final po-111-t of previntio;l &as not well 
&fill&. 

Smoke, was usei! wh,sn it was desired to trace the airflow into the 
intake, anil could be I-K&Z to show the core of the: vortex or the helical 
path of thi; airflcw around it. Tltc smoks was kerosine vapour produced 
in a &r~n~,rntor similar to that described in Refc-r~nci: 7. 
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3.0 Procedure 

Experience showed that a reliable way of forming the largest possi- 
ble vortex was first to position the blower so that its jet centre line 
was offset 2 to 3 ft from the port under investigation and then to increase 
the wind strength, by unblanking the blower inlet, until the vortex size 
had increased to a msxim~~~ Any further increase caused growing interrup- 
tions in the vortex formation. The offset was then adjusted slightly to 
see if any improvement could be obtained. This was the procedure usually 
adopted. 

The main intake configurations investigated were:- 

ii> the nose inlet alone open 

(ii) the nose inlet and breather ports open 

(iii) all ports open . 

(iv) the lower breather and spill ports blanked off, 

In the initial testing the effectiveness of the various nozzles was 
compared using the intake with the nose and breather ports open. 
Because of the results obtained the rose and divergent nozzles were used 
in all subsequent tests, where the object was to protect the three main 
configurations over the whole intake airflow range. 

In order to assess the effect of the blowaway jet on solid objects 
the water tray was blanked off,and a number of small aluminium washers 
placed beneath the intake. Ground contours were obtained by placing some 
y in. square section iron bars on the blanking plate and spaced about 
I in. apart. This arrangement was intended to represent the effect of 
the joints in runv-ay paving. 

4.0 X?esults 

4. I General 

In the intake configurations investigated it was impossible to 
form more than one powerful vortex at a time. It would seem that the 
airflows set up prevent the formation of any further vortices close to an 
established one, Disruption of a vortex is provided most economically 
when the blowaway jet provides just enough mass flow to balance the low 
pressure region in the core of the vortex. This condition is difficult 
to achieve because the vortex moves about beneath the intake, whereas the 
blowaway jet provide s a relatively inflexible airstream. 

The move-merit of the vortex from a position directly beneath the 
intake appeared to have three components:- 

(i) a basic wander 

(ii) a set downwind 

(iii) an offset across the wind, 

The basic wander covered an area on the ,ground of up to about 
j in. x 3 in. for c vortex formd from the nose inlet, 3 in. x 6 in. wide 
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for a breather inlet vortex and 6 in. x 6 in. for a vortex common to the 
Tyather and spill ports. The downwind set and the across wind set 

tlese appear to be due respectively to a drag effect and a Magnus effect, 
each act-&g on the core of the vortex which, when curved, would seem to be 
able to sustain a sideways force) combine to give the vortex a diagonal 
offset* Together those movemnts produce a total area to be protected 
of about 6 in. x 6 in, for a vortex originating from the nose inlet, 
6 in. x 12 in. wide for a vortex from the breather ports and 
10 in. x 12 in. wide for a vortex originating from the breather and spill 
port 9, 

The parallel nozzles were not very effective because of the 
inflexibility of the air jet they produced but, of the range of nozzle 
sizes tried, the 0.4 in. diameter seemed the best. If the jet could he 
directed into a comparatively stationary vortex, as occurred at the lower 
intake mass flows, the vortex would be destroyed, but often the vortex 
would form to one side of the jet strike area and then the disturbance 
caused by the jet striking the water would be added to that caused by the 
vortex. (H owever , it appeared from a C,est, using solid objects, that 
the jet throw-up problem may not be as serious as the water tray 
indicates.) In an attempt to produce a jet with a greater spread, the 
rose and divergent nozzles were tried and found to be a great improvement; 
the strike area was increased and hence, for a given mass flow, the pres- 
sure exerted on the water was reduced so that water throw-up troubles 
decreased. Converseljr the mass flow s could be increased considerably 
over those permitted by a parallel nozz le before throw-up troubles again 
became apparent. In one instance an increase of mass flow of 4-O per cent 
for a rose nozzle and 100 Per cent for a divergent nozzle was recorded 
before sim:ilar throw-up troubles were obtained. Of the rose nozzles 
the 0.j in. equivalent diameter was the most effective so this diameter 
was used for the divergent nozzles. 

Thus, in general, the parallel nozzles were somatim?s successful 
under the easier conditions occurring at the lower intake flows, but the 
rose or divergent nozzles, because of their greater strike area and usable 
mass flow, were a more reliable safeguard. From the foregoing it will 
also be realized that jet aiming was not at all critical so long as the 
jet struck the ground somewhere beneath the inlet to be protected. 

4.2 Nose inlet only 

The nose inlet by itself produced a strong consistent vortex over 
a wide variation of wind direction, except when the supporting structure 
at the back cf the intake obstructed the wind flow. 

The effectivcnc ss of various types and sizes of nozzles in prever‘t- 
ing or destroying the vortex is shown in Figure 8. Points are shown for 
tests with the inlet accepting 75 per cent and 57 per cent respectively of 
the full intake mass flow (choking occurring at 74 -per cent of the full 
miss flow -$lith only the nose inlet opn). The parallel nozzle results 
shown for 75 per cent LZSS Slow are of little practical interest as the 
jets required very careful setting up for the wind direction being used 
and even then exhibited intermittent water threw-up troubles. At 57 IJer 

cent mass flow the parallel nozzles (provided they were very carefully set 
up) were efSective in preventing the vortex, as the latter appeared to be 
nearly stationary and less offset. 



With 75 per cent mss flow passing through the intake the CM in. 
divergent nozzle did not have as great a ~llargin between vortex prevention 
and water throw-up a s was exhibited by the 0.1 in, rose nozzle, Because 
of this the rose nozzle was used for the test of protection over the 
intake mass flow range, of which the results are shown in Figure 9, where 
QA is the intake R-MS flow and Q% the jet mass flow. The percentage of 
the intake ITEGS flow requim=d by the blowaway jet to prevent vortex 
formation over the intake oFrating range can be seen together with the 
pressure required across the nozzle. The jet mss flow r,eeded for this 
nose inlet configuration agrees reasonaKLy well with the amounts quoted 
in Reference 6 for set pressures of 4 atmospheres or above, but not with 
the amounts suggested for low jet pressures, lki0~ 25 per cent ~SS flow 
the vortices form& are very smll and would nut appar to be a danger to 
the btake, Figure 40 shows the effect of the blow~~way jet on a vortex n--, 3 I UL-llGu at 70 per cent mass f&3w, 

4.3 The nose! inlet and the breather ports 

With this build it was possifsle to produce, by varying the I&I~ 
d-ire&ion, either a nose inlet vortex or a breather vortex. On smT= 
occasions it was also possible to produce ~WQ very weak vorticm, espc- 
ially %hen the wind was light* 

The nose vortex was sirn5.lar to, though rather weaker than, that 
f ormr:d when only the nose inlet was opened. 

The results obtained using various nozzles are shown in T3Q-e II 
and it can be seen that onJ,y som of the parallel nozzles were of use even 
at the lower lrass flows. The rose nozzle of 0.1 in, equivalent diameter 
was again found to have a larger operating margin than the divergent 
nozzle, and so was used for the intake mss flow range test, for which the 
results are shown in Figure 12, The photographs in Figure d3 illustrate 
the effectiveness of the jet. 

The vortex obtained beneath the breather port was smaller and more 
mbile than the nose inlet vortex, Ths reason for the mobility was that, 
whereas the nose vortex core issued from the Sark area of the nose inlet, 
the breather vortex core oscillated between the two available breather 
ports on the underside of the cowling. Because of this mubility it was 
very difftcult ta stop the formtion of the breather vortex. The * 
parallel nozzles IrJt're quite useless at full flow conditions, At first it 
WAS thought that the OJ in. divergent nozzle passing O/l per cent of the 
ICE&I airflow, was operating successfully, but later tests where the wind 
direction was varied while the nozzle conditions remained constant showed 
that the jet could only prevent vortices forming in about 70 per cent of 
the possible formtion area. With this vortex it was also found that the 
0.g in. rose nozzle caused water throw-up at lower jet IELSS flows than did 
6 W inl tivergent nozzle. This is at variance with the results obtained 
from the nose inlet vortex, A possible explanation is that the closer 
proxmty of the water surface to the nozzle outlet does not allow the 
tidividual jet streams of a rose nozzle to r&x sufficiently with the 
smounding air, 

In order to destroy vortices fo&g towards the sides of the 
possible formtion area two Svergent nozzles were used, one being placed 
L& in, each side of the vertical cents line, beneath the intake, and 
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directed parallel to the centre line to strike the water below the 
breather ports. Unfortunately the vortex tended to form ahead or 
astern of the jet strike areas, and either to the sides or between them. 

The next stage used four divergent nozzles in two laterally dis- 
posed pairs, spaced & in. each side of the centre iine, and 3 5.r;. ahead 
and astern of the breather ports. The jets were adjusted to hpinge upon 
each other, about A in, above the ground, below the two lower breather 
ports. This increased the lateral spread at the expense of the axial, 
and proved successful in preventing vortex formation over the whole area. 

The intake had originally been mounted with the two lowest breather 
ports equally spaced either side of the undersurface centre line, 
i.e. "off" centre. It was later suggested that rotation of the intake, 
so that a single port would be on the centre line, i.e. "on" centre, 
might improve the situation by stabilizing the vortex on the central plane 
and hence reducing the area requiring protection. This modification con- 
siderably strengthened the vortex but reduced its lateral travel, but 
unfortunately mde it more difficult to prevent. 

The results obtained with the four jet array are plotted in 
Figure 14, where the air requirements and jet pressure are shown against 
the intake mass flow for both the "on" centre and "off" centre configure- 
tions. The curves show that the strengthening of the vortex caused by 
rotating the intake to the "on" centre configuration more than offsets 
its reduced wander. In addition the Vortex produced in the "off" centre 
configuration became weak below about 50 per cent intake mss flow. 

Figure 15 illustrates the effect of the four jet array on a Vortex 
formed below the breather ports in the "on" centre configuration. 

4.4 P-11 ports open 

With all the inlets open a single sustained vortex could be forEd 
only beneath the breather and spill ports. Once this Vortex was estab- 
lished it prevented the formation of a nose inlet vortex, Conversely, if 
the fomtion of the rearward vortex was prevented by the action of the 
blowaway jet or ceased during an adjustment of the conditions, a small and 
intermittent nose inlet vortex could be formed. 

The core of this breather/spill port vortex oscillated between the The core of this breather/spill port vortex oscillated between the 
tlvo breather and the two spill ports on the underside of the model, and tlvo breather and the two spill ports on the underside of the model, and 
therefore covered a large area on the ground. therefore covered a large area on the ground. This movement made the This movement made the 
vortex very difficult to stop at f'ull flow conditions when a single diver- vortex very difficult to stop at f'ull flow conditions when a single diver- 
gent nozzle using 0.1 per cent could only provide about 60 per cent gent nozzle using 0.1 per cent could only provide about 60 per cent 
protection, i.e. protection, i.e. it only prevented Vortex formation within its own strike it only prevented Vortex formation within its own strike 
area. area. The parallel noizles perforwd as in the previous configilrations The parallel nozzles perforwd as in the previous configilrations 
and operated successfully only at part flow conditions. and operated successfully only at part flow conditions. 

The four jet array, 
nozzles spaced 23 in, 

as for the breather ports, was used with the 
either side of the centre lint, %-to being ahead Of 

the breather ports and two astern of the spill ports. The most sucoess- 
ful arrangemnt was similar to thaC b used in the breather inlet configura- 
tion where each forward jet impinged upon the after one, on the sam side 
of the centre line, about I in, above the ground. The resultant pair of 
laterally disposed strike areas were arranged to be about midway between 
the breather ports and the spill ports. 
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It was found that it was easier to destroy the vortex formd in the 
Vronlt centre condition with this build as,although the vortex was stronger 
than the one fomd in the !'off" centre state, it was also very much less 
mbile. In the Voff*l centre build vortices could be formed at msxjmun 
intake flow conditions to one side of the jet strike area by a ~$50 head 
wind, even with the four jet array. How-ever, as these vortices were both 
weak and outside the model diameter, they were not thought to be a danger 
to the irk&e. The results obtained over the intake operating range with 
& typical wind direction can be seen in Figure 16. 

4.5 Blankb~ off the lower ports 

This modification was tried and it was found that weak vortices 
could be formed, although they were outside the projected diameter of the 
IBOdel. Once the nose vortex becm established, as generally happned 
regardless of wind direction, it prevented the formation of these small 
vortices. 

An extension of the idea of blanking off the lower ports was one 
which suggested that they should instead be protected by a mesh screen. 
The reason for this was that, as mntioned in Section Ic.4, in the all 
ports open condition a vortex formod preferentially beneath the breather 
and spill ports. If this bappned it was reasoned that the nose inlet 
would not require protection and objects could not enter the rear ports 
because of the screens. Unfortunately, as can be seen in Figure 15, a. 
vortex forming beneath the breather ports could project water, and there- 
fore presumbly objects, into the nose inlet. Hence the nose inlet would 
require SOW form of screen or bib, which raises the problems mentioned in 
the introduction. 

4.6 Solid objects 

Because of the throw-up troubles experienced with the parallel 
nozzles when the disturbance caused by the jet striking the water became 
comparable with that of the vortex, a test was carried out to study the 
effect using solid objects, small washers, instead of water. 

When the test was begun it was apparent that the washers, unless 
restrained by some form of ground contours, would not be picked up as an 
approaching vortex would blow them away. I'his conclusion confirmed 
informtion given in Reference 5. Accordingly some $- in. square section 
bars were placed on the blanking plate beneath the nose inlet and spaced 
1 in. apart. The washers were distributed betifeen these bars and it was 
found that those that could not escape along them erupted into the air 
when overrun by the vortex. About one in ten would pass into the intake, 
not necessarily via the core, the rest were centrifuged outwards after 
pursuing a helical path around the vortex, 

The effect of the blowaway jet, as produced by a parallel nozzle 
under a condition of no wind and hence no vortex present, was to cause the 
objects to be blown away or into the air, but none succeeded in entering 
the intake. 

Hence it is concluded that the water throw-up effect my not rep=- 
sent as serious a practical prwblmas the expertint indicated, but as 
only one size and type of object was tried it is difficult to be definite. 
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4.. 7 Summary of results_ 

The nose inlet by itself can produce a strong consistent vortex 
that requires a rose nozzle passing up to 0.14 per cent of the main air- 
flow for its prevention. 

In the nose inlet and breather ports configuration a vortex could 
be produced beneath either, depending upon the wind direction. The nose 
inlet vortex was very similar to that produced in the inlet condition, 
and required similar protection, i.e. a rose nozzle passing up to 0.1 per 
cent of the main airflow. Breather port protection was more difficult 
because of the mobility of the vortex. The successful system finally 
developed required four divergent nozzles passing a total of 0.3 to 
0.4 per cent of the main airflow, Alteration of the breather port posi- 
tion by rotating the intake showed that an trofftf centre port disposition 
is to be preferred. 

With all the ports open a single very mobile vortex formed beneath 
the breather and spill ports. This roquired similar protection to that 
used for the breather ports but the "on" centre configuration was 
preferred, 

Blanking off the lower breather and spill ports reduced the size 
of the rearward vortex. 

No firm conclusion has been reached regarding the potential danger 
of throw-up caused by the blowaway jet but it seems unlikely to be 
serious. 

5.0 Aircraft movement 

Although all the tests described were performed with the intake 
stationary, it is felt that the effect of aircraft movement may reason- 
ably be deduced from the results obtained. It has been explained in 
Section 3.0 that the wind strength and direction were adjusted to make 
the vortex strength a maximnn. Any change from these conditions, such 
as would be caused by movement of the intake, would be equivalent to a 
change in the wind speed. and could only result in decreased vortex size. 
Thus aircraft movement is not thought to present any additional problem. 

6.0 Conclusions 

(1) In a condition where the nose inlet alone is open a 
single nozzle of rose form passing a flow of the order of 
0.14 per cent of the main airflow is required to disrupt 
the strongest vortex formed. 

(2) In a condition where the nose inlet and the breather ports 
are open, a total of five jets is required. A single rose 
nozzle as in (1) above, passing up to 0.1 per cent, is 
needed to protect the nose inlet. An array of four diver- 
gent nozzles arranged around the lowest ports and passing 
up to 0.1, per cent provides protection for the breather 
ports. 

(3) In a condition where all the ports are open five jets are 
required, arranged in substantially the same manner as (2) 
but with the rearward pair of divergent nozzles moved aft to 
allow for the location of the spill ports. 



Accurate jet aiming is not required. 

Rose or divergent nozzles are more effective than parallel 
nozzles. 

The pressure and hence size of nozzle shows no optimum 
although model sizes of 0,1 in, diameter and pressures of 
two atmospheres shotid most promise, 

Blanking off the lower breather and spill ports or fitting 
them with gauze screens does not offer a complete solution. 

Aircraft movement is not thought to present any additional 
problem. 

It will be appreciated that the full scale arrangement of 
the jet system and the mass flows to be applied, would 
depend on the matching of the intake port configuration to 
the operating conditions likely to be met when ground 
running the engine used. 
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The nose inlet was relatively easy to protect with a single nozzle of 
rose (i.e. multiple hole) form which passed an airflow of the order of 0.14 
per Ilent of the main flow. When directed to strike the ground beneath the 
inlet any vortex there was readily destroyed. 

Protection of the ntsward ports proved more difficult owing to the 
mobility of the vortex that formed. For the cvo alternative builds:- 
breather ports open, and breather plus spill ports open* a complex jet 
array was developed consisting of Jets from four divergent nozzles. This 
gave satisfactory protection but required a total of 0.3 to 0.4 per cent 
of the main airflow, 
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